
Gaining access to the Gear lever for removal

This guide is based/adapted on one where we removed parts of the dash to gain access to dashboard 
lights for replacement. The operation should be similar and this guide should not be taken as gospel. 
It is purely a guide for you to assess the job in hand!
 
First remove the central fan knob. Place a cloth over the knob to prevent scratching
and then pull it off with pliers.
This exposes the 3mm Allen bolt beneath. Remove the bolt.

Now ease up the gear lever surround.



Move the surround to one side to clear the lower part of the heater control panel.

Now remove the speedo cover. It is held on with three clips at the front and two at the
back. These are push-fit spring clips and gentle upward pressure should ease them
out. Using a large flat-blade screwdriver lever gently at either side of the front of the
speedo cover. This will expose a notch at the front – it may help to use a screwdriver
in there as well to apply pressure to release the central clip.

When the front has released, ease it up at the back to release those clips and remove
the cover.



The heater control panel is held on with similar clips, two at the lower edge and two at
the top exposed by removing the speedo cover.

Again lever with a large screwdriver as shown, to release the bottom of the heater
control panel.

Pull up the panel and release the clip on the white connector and unplug it to provide
more room. The panel could be removed entirely by unplugging the other connectors
but it isn’t necessary.



These pictures are photographs of an old Fiat Multipla Workshop Manual circa 2000...













A Few close ups showing fixing points...






